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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the
magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening in the
FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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BIFM ANNOUNCES

APPOINTMENT OF NEW CEO
T

he British Institute of Facilities Management
(BIFM) has today announced the appointment
of Ray Perry as the Institute’s new chief executive


extensive recruitment process following the


Sutton, would step down in summer 2016.
Perry is currently chief executive of the National
Pawnbrokers Association and has held director level
positions at the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants, the Chartered Institute of Marketing and
Mattel Inc. He will take up the CEO post in late May
2016 and undertake a detailed handover to ensure a
smooth transition with Sutton.

LONDON’S OVERCROWDING CALLS
FOR BETTER UTILISATION OF SPACE
According to new statistics, London is now 18 times more overcrowded than the
UK average, highlighting the need for space within the city to be better utilised.
!" #$%'$$$$"
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“It will be of little
surprise to those who
work or visit London
regularly that these
statistics show the capital
is virtually at breaking
point. Despite being
gridlocked, expensive and
stressful, London is still
one of the world’s great
business cities; but few
would deny that it can be
a trying place to live and
do business.”
Brennan said many companies now need to look at smarter ways to make
!'#$Q$$$@VX"#$
#'!"'+=+
business and their employees. For example, they need to embrace technology
like never before. The know-how is already here and can allow businesses
to employ a more agile workforce – the younger employees (millennials), in
#""$[\###!!'
where they want whether that’s hot desking or remotely we as business people
need to accept that.”
%##$!
$#"'$'$
video conferencing, especially in cities like London which has millions of people
passing through it each day.
He also added that regional cities like Birmingham and Manchester in the UK
!##=!#$]$^]#$9$
New York, Paris etc, despite their problems will continue to be the go-to places
for global corporations.
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Speaking on his appointment, Ray Perry said:
B%67  !     
and I look forward to working with the Board, the
team and the volunteer community to continue and
build on the Institute’s development and successes.
I’ll be working closely with James and the Board to
ensure a smooth transition over the coming months.”
%67  ! B>    !
that we have appointed a chief executive of Ray
@ /  " %670"  ! 
wealth of experience built up across a broad range of
professional bodies and sectors. I would also like to
thank James Sutton, our outgoing CEO. He has made
 !  "%67

SECURING A FAIR
DEAL FOR GUARDS
With the deadline for the new National Living Wage fast
approaching, every business employing people on or around
the Minimum Wage is having to review its practices and assess
how it will deal with increased payroll costs. With this in mind
Trigion Security Services have called upon the industry to
ensure that everyone gets a fair reward for their work.
The National Living Wage (initially set at £7.20 for workers
aged 25 and above) will mean an increase in pay for anyone 25
or older on the Minimum Wage (£6.70). However, this is still not
'(  |(X 6 
 & 4Z}~   Z[\|5  !
independently, updated every year and calculated according to
the basic cost of living
The National Living Wage is compulsory, but Trigion would like
 ! !  '     (  +
extra step and committing to the voluntary higher Living Wage.
The
Living Wage
6 
'  
Service
Provider
Recognition
Scheme for
third party
contractors
who pay their
  '
the Living
X  !!   '  |(X 
"!   &      ( 
to sign up to the scheme in 2013 and there are still fewer than
\  !  "    "( }\\
Security Industry Authority (SIA) registered contractors.
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New survey reveals UK
workers don’t get enough
perks from their employers
Nearly two-thirds (61 per cent)
of UK workers feel they are not
receiving enough perks from
their employers according to
new research commissioned by
facilities and building maintenance
specialists, Direct365.
The findings, appear to be
in-line with a study conducted
by the Institute of Leadership &
Management (ILM) in 2015, which
suggested that one in three people
plan to leave their jobs in 2016.
More specifically, 17 per cent of
the 2,000 people surveyed said
they will move on because they
feel under-appreciated in their
current roles.
Emma Gilroy, brand development
manager at Direct365, said that
employers, need to reassess the way
they show their appreciation for
their employees.

Robertson announces new
energy division
Robertson, the integrated
infrastructure, support services and
construction group, has established
a new energy services division
which will sit within Robertson
Facilities Management.
Graeme Cameron will lead the
new business as the division’s
energy director. He joins Robertson
from Serco, where he was in
charge of the company’s Energy
and Sustainability business unit,
delivering services to organisations
including Coca-Cola, Deloitte and
State Street Bank.
In his new position at Robertson,
Cameron will spearhead the
development and delivery of the
company’s energy management
solution. This will include ‘realtime’ reporting services and the
provision of investment to install
energy efficient technologies.
Underpinning this will be a savings
guarantee tailored to deliver cost
and carbon reduction objectives.
Ian Gibson, MD of Robertson
Facilities Management, commented:
“Graeme’s appointment is very
good news for the company. His
expertise will enable us to deliver
class-leading solutions to our
clients as they strive to reduce
costs and improve their carbon
footprint.”

WOMEN STARTING OUT
IN PROPERTY HARDEST
HIT BY GENDER PAY GAP

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY

21-23 JUNE 2016
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in 2016, the highest in nine years, however, the gender
"+!!$4<3
The survey revealed that male property professionals
are earning £7,000 pa more on average than their female
   4Z \[(  Z }[5X   
    !~\   ~[ 
in 2016, the discrepancy according to the report is evident
across all age groups but is most prominent among those
"}<~~  '  (   
 ~} 
The survey also revealed that the competition for talent
continues with the average salary increase awarded to
respondents who moved employer in the last year reached
16.2 per cent, while the average increase received by
respondents under 30 jumped by 12 per cent.
Bonuses awarded to entry level candidates also rose
"[    !   ( 
also most likely to move job – of those who indicated they
are likely to look to change roles this year 35 per cent are
 (   ! [   
|+     >  +
greater London continue to earn, on average, the most
4Z \\5 !!   !!~\} ( 
the South East and 52.2 per cent over Ireland. The majority
  > (    
average annual salaries, with the greatest growth seen in
Scotland (+2 per cent) and the Midlands (+1 per cent).
RICS is calling on employers to put inclusivity at the heart
of what they do by signing up to its Inclusive Employer
 7 +  & !   !(
advantage and a diverse workforce.
j# #"#"X''#"
pledge their commitment to adopting and continually
+##!\#@

 Leadership and Vision – commitment to increasing the
diversity of the workforce
 Recruitment – engage and attract new people to the
   ! <     "  
recruitment methods
 . '(!  !  
' 9         
 . '  " +
adaptive working practices

! 

 . ' !  (     '
engage with developing, delivering, monitoring and
assessing the diversity and inclusivity policies
 Continuous improvement – continually refreshing and
& !/ !!!"" 
!      !"  
across the industry

www.facilitiesshow.com
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ExCel, London
www.ecobuild.co.uk

10 MARCH 2016
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www.fmj.co.uk/events/event/fmj/

06-07 APRIL 2016

X #!4`;5
Event City, Manchester
www.cleaningshow.co.uk/manchester

26-27 APRIL 2016

Q#j \4`;5
Olympia, London
www.stepex.com

10-13 MAY 2016

jq{j | 9 qq$
RAI Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.issainterclean.com/en/
amsterdam/

18 MAY 2016

ThinkFM conference 2016
Milton Court, Silk St, London
www.thinkfm.com

13-15 SEPTEMBER 2016
RWM 2016
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

10 OCTOBER 2016

BIFM Awards 2016
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifmawards.org

16-17 NOVEMBER 2016
X }~ "X
\
ExCel, London
www.emexlondon.com
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GLOBAL FM

LEESMAN LAUNCHES NEW YORK OFFICE

X +    | !     ! ')* +
| !       " "   Y  ' 
(Amsterdam and Stockholm) last year in addition to its London base.
 ! "| ! / ) 2!  7 Y  6   (  
support for its large global clients and partners operating across multiple territories.
%  7    )* + !    ! 
 !) 2!  "     | ! /  + '(     
tool with many focusing on the importance of the workplace and its link to business
performance.
Tim Oldman, Leesman CEO, is excited about the expansion:“In a short space of time,
we’ve undergone a period of drastic growth and we’re very proud to now be physically
present on both sides of the Atlantic.
“Europe, particularly Scandinavia, is still viewed as the thought leader when it comes to
workplace but the US is keen to learn what it can from their European peers and apply it to
their spaces.”
“We’ve already spoken to over 7,000 employees in the States but we expect our database
    &   )* +'  
     " ""& !    
6  &(
| !   "  '( 
 +     "   +    / ! 
this time, the Index has amassed data from over 135,000 individual employees in over 1,100
buildings in more than 50 countries.

MACRO SECURES IFM DEAL WITH VERINT
American IT provider, Verint Systems,
has awarded Macro with a three-year
contract to deliver integrated facilities
management services across its entire
supply chain.
% )* + 1 . !   
"  (      
for the security, surveillance and business
intelligence community.
The appointment has seen the
international facilities management
company mobilise its team into the Verint
workplace with dedicated Macro team
members responsible for managing the
67  (  1 / )* + 
Georgia locations. The team will also
 (   ( 67 1 
. ! / ' -   -  
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Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey
and Virginia.
Macro was recently instrumental in
successfully moving Verint’s Melville,
)* + 9    
175 Broad Hollow Road. The Macro team
provided both project management and
67   !( }
!     \\\
9!
Richard Hayes, Macro’s managing
director for North America, said:
“We are excited to have been chosen as
67  "     (
( (& ! 1  !
has already done a tremendous job in
delivering value.”

GLOBAL GREEN BUILDINGS
TO DOUBLE BY 2018
$"  "  ""~\} 
according to a new study from Dodge Data & Analytics and
United Technologies Corporation, on which the World Green
Building Council (WorldGBC) was a research partner.
The study, World Green Building Trends 2016, Developing
7 + 2 $" $ $  &  
percentage of companies expecting to have more than 60 per
 " 8  &    
!  ""~\}  !}   
per cent.
The anticipated growth will largely be driven by countries
   (( ! + & !  !
7  %  -!" . 2 " .2  - 
and India reporting dramatic growth in the percentage of their
projects that they expect to certify as green.
The study, produced with support from United
Technologies, a member of WorldGBC’s Corporate Advisory
Board, and with additional support from the US Green
%- . <$"    X $%-/ 
Corporate Advisory Board, features the results of more than
 \\\"     ![  
Green Building Councils and their corporate members, from
architects and contractors, to owners and engineers.
It follows an earlier study from 2013 which Green Building
-    "6       
  8 &     & 
"9   &      
standard, such as LEED, BREEAM, the DGNB System, Green
Star and many other tools.
 +&  !  
 Global green building continues to double every
three years.
 %     <   
companies that expect to certify the majority of their
 8  4 !  5&(<
   - 4 ! ~} 
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 Building owners report seeing a median increase of 7
per cent in the value of their green buildings compared
to traditional buildings (an increase that is consistent
between new green buildings and those that are renovated
green).
 !   "&"   
operating costs. But around 30 per cent of respondents
   !   &  (
9        "
sustainability, and higher value at the point of sale as
 "&  !   ! + 
 The top sector for green building growth globally is
!!       4 5
of all respondents expecting to do a green commercial
project in the next three years.
 Reducing energy consumption continues to be the top
environmental reason for building green (selected as one
of the top two reasons by 66 per cent of all respondents),
protecting natural resources ranked second globally (37
per cent), and reducing water consumption ranked third
(at 31 per cent).

ADVICE & OPINION

FACILITIES SHOW

12 TOP TIPS FOR NETWORKING

AS THE SAYING GOES, IT’S NOT WHAT YOU KNOW, BUT WHO YOU
KNOW, WHICH IS WHY NETWORKING IS SO IMPORTANT. IT’S ABOUT
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS RATHER THAN MAKING QUICK SALES, SO
ALTHOUGH YOU MIGHT NOT SEE AN IMMEDIATE RESULT, THAT PERSON YOU
BUMP INTO AT THE BUFFET MIGHT JUST GIVE YOU YOUR NEXT JOB
With that in mind, I’ve summarised
my top tips for getting the most out
of your next networking event.

BEFORE THE EVENT
Set goals
Like any other work objective, with
networking you should know: what
your purpose is; how you’re planning to
achieve your goals; and what success
will be measured by.
Is your aim to broaden your network
of facilities managers? If so, set yourself
a target number of FMs to speak to and
keep conversations with anyone else to
a minimum.

      
next CAFM provider? If it is, think about
what questions you’re going to ask each
one you meet and decide what advice
to ask from others who have dealt with
them.
Find out who else will be there
      
who else is registered for an event,
which means you can have much more
targeted conversations on the day
Larger conferences and exhibitions
       
systems that you use to book one-toones in advance. Organisers of smaller
get-togethers usually don’t mind telling
you who else is on the delegate list.
You might want to get in touch with
the organiser a week before the event,
explain who you’re hoping to meet and
ask if they can point you in the right
direction.
Prepare your intro
You’re going to have to introduce
yourself several times, so think about
exactly what you’re going to say.
Keep your elevator pitch to around a
minute and consider what other people
would be most interested in knowing
about you. For instance, if you’re a
facilities manager with a wide remit but
you’re at a cleaning event, tailor your
elevator pitch to focus more on cleaning
10
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than maintenance and catering.
Become part of the event
Delegates will always go up to people
who have given a presentation, wanting
to congratulate them on their talk or ask
more about it, which makes speaking a
great way to meet new people. If public
speaking isn’t for you, another option is
volunteering to help run an event. When
you’re part of an event team you’re
automatically in contact with a lot of
visitors who want to network.

ON THE DAY
Arrive early
      
arrive is much less intimidating than
walking into a big, crowded room where
everyone is already huddled in groups,
so arrive as early as you can. (Although
saying that, my experience of FM events
      
for long before someone comes over
and speaks to you!
Be bold in approaching groups
When you can’t arrive early, you might
       "
looking around at a huge mass of
people and realising you know no-one.
You think ‘who on earth can I speak to?’
or ‘what am I doing here? Should I turn
around and leave?’ Daunting as it may
seem, just go and join a group who are
chatting. Believe me, you won’t look
strange - everyone’s there for the same
reason: to get to know new people. Wait
for a natural break in the conversation
and introduce yourself. They’ll probably
be pleased to have a new person in the
conversation.
      
position where there is no break in
the conversation and no easy way to
introduce yourself, don’t feel you need
to either stay standing like a lemon or
silently slink away, there is a solution.
Interrupt and say something like
‘Hi, so sorry to interrupt. Liam, I just
spotted you’re from BIFM – I’d be really

interested to have a quick chat with you
      
 
#$    
when you’re ready? Here’s my business
card, just in case we don’t have time to
speak tonight.’
Be sincere in helping others
When you see someone who looks like
they don’t know who to go up to, catch
their attention and call them over. If an
individual wanders over to your group
but struggles to introduce themselves,
bring them into the conversation – tell
them what you’ve just been chatting
about and ask for their opinion. You’ll
be sure to make a good impression.
In general, think about what you can
   " %  
from them. Introduce people you know
to each other. Introduce people you’ve
just met to each other. Listen to others’
challenges and see if you can help. If
you don’t have the solution, connect
them with someone else who might.
&    " 
remembered for all the right reasons.

 ‘There’s someone I’ve been
meaning to say hello to, so I’m
going to go over before they leave.’
 ‘I’m going to go and get another
drink/sandwich.’
 ‘Right, well I’m going to continue
mingling’ (it’s what networking
events are for, they will
understand!)
When just two of you are chatting it
    #+
are, the other person wants to move
" "    #
Make it easy for them by politely saying
‘I really don’t want to take up all of your
time, so I will let you carry on mingling’.
&     ") 
really great to meet you, and if I don’t
see you again later, hopefully see you at
the next one’. Alternatively, you could
      "# #)
going to go and introduce myself to the
event organisers – do you want to come
with me?’

AFTER THE EVENT
Follow up the next day
Add your new contacts on LinkedIn and
follow up with a short message, e.g.
‘Hi Natasha, it was great to meet you
at the WIFM event last night. Hopefully
see you at the next one.’ Even better,
send them something useful, maybe
an article that follows up on something
you are talking about. Also make a note
on the back of their business card or
in your CRM about anything that could
be useful to remember about them for
conversations in the future.

Make yourself known to the event
organisers
The event organisers are really useful
people to know, because they tend to
know most people in the room. If you
 '  "   
and ask if they could introduce you to
someone. Or stay chatting with them
- they’ll have plenty of people coming
up to them, so it can be a good way to
network.

Tweet
If you’re on Twitter, tweet something
about the event and tag the organisers
or anyone you met. For example, ‘Great
@BIFM_WIFM networking event last
night, thanks @SoAndSo for the invite!’,
or ‘Great to meet you at the YMF event
@SoAndSo, hopefully see you at the
next one!’. You’ll expand your digital
network at the same time as your
physical one.

Ditching a conversation
The point will come when you’ve
exhausted the conversation and
it’s time to move on, but it feels too
awkward to excuse yourself. Sound
familiar? If so, here are a few lines you
can use (which should, of course, all
      "# #) 
been lovely to talk to you, let’s connect
on LinkedIn and hopefully see you
again soon’).

Make it a habit
It might sound obvious, but the more
networking events you go to, the easier
it becomes. Each time you re-meet
someone, your bond will become a
little bit stronger. The good news for
us is there are so many networking
opportunities throughout the year in
FM – WIFM, Young Managers’ Forum,
Facilities Show to name but a few. So I’ll
hopefully see you at one soon!

Fast, effective relief from
security, safety and access
control headaches.

Replace, repair, maintain and
sustain solutions from the experts.
For almost 70 years, we have been at the forefront of providing perimeter security and
safety solutions in residential, education, retail, commercial and industrial environments.
Today, our portfolio includes RoSPA approved, LPS 1175 certiﬁed and Secured by
Design preferred fencing and gates, acoustic barriers, secure storage, automated
access control and decorative timber fencing, gates and landscaping features; all
designed to provide a service life well beyond our 25 year guarantee.

Timber and
steel fencing

Vehicle and
pedestrian gates

Safe play and
games areas

Outdoor
structures

Noise barriers

Pedestrian safety

Vehicle access and
parking control

Access control

Cycle, recycling and
fuel storage

Find out more about how we can help take the headache out
of facilities management by calling an expert on 0800 41 43 43
or visit us at jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Cordant Security has been awarded a five-year contract
to provide manned security services to ScottishPower.
The deal will see the company provide 24/7 security
across all of the energy provider’s locations within the
UK. The company will provide a full range of manned
security services, including mobile patrols, keyholding
and alarm response.
Servest Group has secured a three-year contract
with London Business School, the preeminent
constituent college of the University of London to
provide cleaning, consumables and waste services
throughout its campus.
Churchill Services Group has announced the addition
of water hygiene monitoring to its service delivery
to Wiltshire Council. The contract will see Churchill

ISS EXTENDS MCLAREN PARTNERSHIP
ISS has announced an extension to its existing partnership with the McLaren
Technology Group. The deal will see it supplying a range of services across the
McLaren Technology Group’s campus, including its Technology Centre, Production
Centre and Thought Leadership Centre.
Richard Sykes, CEO ISS UK & Ireland commented: “Globally and locally, our
connection with the McLaren Technology Group shares the common cultural
and business aim of excellence in all that we do. Our ISS UK headquarters in
-'=]$$#"!'X9
world class performance. Everyone working or visiting the McLaren Technology
Campus is part of their success – as we are to theirs through our service delivery
at their innovative Campus – and we are delighted to continue to support such an
inspirational brand.”

deliver water and legionella monitoring services to
approximately 600 sites across the Wiltshire Council
portfolio of properties, including public toilets, car
parks, schools, offices, leisure centres and care homes,
starting 1st April 2016.
National Grid has awarded contracts to two facilities
management service providers following a competitive
tender process. Integrated facilities management
business, 14forty, has been awarded a five-year soft FM
contract with National Grid, whilst CBRE will become
its new hard service facilities management provider.
Churchill has extended its partnership with North
Herts College for the continued delivery of general
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cleaning services across its eight sites, for a further
two years. The College, which is occupationallyfocused and caters for approximately 25,500 students
in total, has sites in Stevenage, Hitchin and Letchworth
Garden City.
Peartree Cleaning Services has been awarded an
exclusive three-year cleaning contract with publishing
company, Penguin Random House.The terms of the
deal will see Peartree deliver full cleaning services
to all of Penguin Random House’s eight locations in
London, Essex, Lincolnshire and the Midlands.
Anabas has won a five-year facilities management
deal with marketing agency, Ogilvy & Mather Group UK
and MEC. The terms of the contract will see corporate
office FM specialist, Anabas, providing a full range of
FM services at Ogilvy & Mather and MEC’s new offices
located within the iconic Sea Containers building on
London’s Southbank, which has been recently restored.
The NEC Group has reappointed CBRE to provide
facilities management services across its UK portfolio
which spans more than two million square feet
and includes two high profile arenas. The extended
agreement with CBRE, also includes support for the
VOX Conference Centre located in Resorts World
Birmingham, the UK’s largest multi-use retail and
leisure facility.

The Standard in Fire Systems
Advanced is a British success story.
We design and manufacture worldbeating ﬁre alarm systems in the UK,
exporting them to over 60 countries.
Where quality and performance are
priorities, you’ll ﬁnd Advanced,
including in The Shard.

Our innovations continually challenge
the industry. AlarmCalm, our complete
false alarm management solution
tackles one of the biggest issues
in Fire today and gives Advanced
customers more options, more
conﬁdence and more peace of mind.

Tel:
Tel:+44
+44(0)1670
(0)1670707
707111
111 Fax:
Fax: +44
+44 (0)1670
(0)1670 707
707 222
222
Email:
www.advancedco.com
Email:sales@advancedco.com
sales@advancedco.com Web:
Web:
www.advancedco.com
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PERMIT TO WORK
Last year 142 people died in the course of their work and
there were 611,000 injuries at work. Permits-to-work expert
           
the legal requirements around their use and how FMs can
   
members of the public go home safely every day

I

n July 1988, 167 men died as a
#+\#$=
onboard the Piper Alpha oil rig
in the North Sea. A public inquiry
concluded that one of the primary
causes was a failure in the
permit-to-work system. Since
then, we have seen a revolution
$#$]$
permits-to-work, through both
better adherence to the rules and
also the introduction of electronic
permits-to-work which has
automated processes and saved
countless lives.
The cost to society was £14.3 billion,
according to statistics from the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE). The
adoption of new technologies has not
been fast enough.
In December 2015, two companies
 &   ! Z~\\ \\\
   ~
and 3 of the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974 following the death
of two workers while carrying out
maintenance work on a conveyer
belt at a Merseyside woodchip
factory. An HSE investigation found
multiple failings by both companies,
including not properly assessing
the risks associated with the work
on the conveyor or sharing these
with contractors, not having in
place a proper process for managing
contractors or a procedure for
isolating dangerous machinery,
and failing to train or check the
competence of workers. As in the
example above, the vast majority
of incidents are due to a lack of the
correct processes and procedures or
human failure to implement those
procedures.
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A DOCUMENTED SYSTEM

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

The work must be carried out against
previously agreed safety procedures
known as a permit-to-work system. It
is an integral part of a Safe System of
Work (SSoW) and can help to properly
manage the wide range of maintenance
activities that can take place in a facility.
The permit-to-work is a documented
procedure that authorises certain
45  & +
4 5  &! !
(when) and in a certain place (where).
It sets out the precautions required to
complete the work safely (how), based
on a risk assessment. Permits-to-work
give transparency of who is working on
a site, what they are doing, when and
 9 &    

Permits-to-work have been in
existence for decades and form an
!  !  & 
organisation’s general duty of care
to ensure the health and safety of
employees under section 2 of the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.
This states: “It shall be the duty of
every employer to ensure, so far as is
reasonably practicable, the health,
safety and welfare at work of all his
employees.”
The 2005 publication HSG250:
Guidance on permit-to-work systems:
A guide for the petroleum, chemical
and allied industries sets out further
details of the requirements of a permit
to work system. While aimed at
  &     
pointers for facilities professionals in
all environments.
It states: “A permit-to-work is not
simply permission to carry out a
dangerous job. It is an essential part of
a system which determines how that
job can be carried out safely, and helps
communicate this to those doing the
job. It should not be regarded as an
easy way to eliminate hazard or reduce
risk. The issue of a permit does not, by
itself, make a job safe - that can only
be achieved by those preparing for the
work, those supervising the work and
those carrying it out.”
The need for permits to work was
brought into sharp focus in April 2008
by the introduction of The Corporate
Manslaughter Act which built on the
existing Health & Safety at Work Act.

Essential features of permits to
work are:

 Clear identification of who may
authorise particular jobs (and any
limits to their authority) and who
is responsible for specifying the
necessary precautions and isolations
 Training and instruction in the issue,
use and closure of permits
 Monitoring and auditing to ensure
that the system works as intended
 Clear identification of the types of
work considered hazardous
 Clear and standardised identification
of tasks, risk assessments, permitted
task duration and supplemental or

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

simultaneous activity and control

Permits-to-work have typically been
paper documents, but over the past 10

measures

years have increasingly become webbased. Under paper-based systems
   ! 8  
between health and safety policy
and what actually happened on the
ground. This disconnect was only
discovered when near-misses
or incidents occurred, and audits
took place.
In addition to the overall disconnect,
a small number of disreputable
contractors would circumvent paperbased permit-to-work systems which
meant that health and safety company
policies were not followed and the lives
of contractors, employees and visitors
were put at risk. Electronic permitsto-work reduce that disconnect by
automatically enforcing policies
and rules in day-to-day activity,
managing Risk Assessments and
Method Statements (RAMS), checking
for adequate insurance, checking the
team’s competences and training,
following correct decision-making
scenarios, highlighting clashes and
providing complete transparency.

BENEFITS
Permits-to-work have numerous
"&    &   
organisational and societal. They
keep people safe when undertaking
potentially dangerous work, or being
around people who are undertaking
such work, while also reducing the risk
of damage to property, disruption to
business and compromised security.
In addition, electronic permits to work
enable organisations to have more
management control, reduce risks and
costs, and create transparency.
They provide:
Contractor control: the organisation
knows in real-time who is doing what,
when, where, why and how in their
buildings.
Reduced costs: organisations with
strong, auditable permit-to-work
systems can reduce their insurance
premiums together with avoiding legal
  &  !  
Management time dealing with these
types of incidents is avoided allowing
them to focus on the core business,
and the organisation’s reputation is
intact.
Permits-to-work are much like life
8 + / '( 
they’re used – talking about their
importance, and having them but not
using them properly, or at all, won’t
do any good.

Cofely GDF SUEZ is now

Energy & Services
are now one solution
Tomorrow’s businesses demand much more.
That’s why ENGIE is shaping a new kind of
energy and services company. One built on
intelligent customer-led solutions, digital insight
and proven people skills to deliver a more
efficient and sustainable future.

By people for people

engie.co.uk
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FAST FACTS

ERGONOMICS, PRODUCTIVITY AND WELLBEING
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
    
!      " 
            
     #$  %&'* 
According to the Chartered Institute
of Personnel and Development
2014 Absence Management report,
musculoskeletal injuries and back pain
form the second most common cause of
 /     #
    7 
investment, just a little time to ensure
that everything is correctly set up, so
here are my top tips:
» + #%     
      <
<      
    #    
   " 
between the curve in your lower back
   #   
has arms then ensure they set low
enough to let your shoulders hang in a
relaxed position, arms by your sides, and
will allow the chair to be pushed under
    #
» +     #=   
support arm to allow full adjustment
of the monitor, which should be set
so that the top is level with your
eye line, tilted back slightly and
    '  
length away from your face when
#
» >  #+    
in front of your monitor and
  #J   "
keeping your thighs horizontal
with your knees and at about
   #
Keep your forearms level or tilted
 #
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» Q %  #+   
a sit-stand desk which will allow you to
work while standing, consistent with
     
workers should stand for a minimum
     
 #
You should change between sitting and
standing several times during the day
and select a desk design without pinch
 "        
  #J /   
not have to be a major investment, as
Adapt are able to convert most existing
   /  #
» >        %#U
key objects — such as your telephone,
stapler or printed materials — close
to your body to prevent excessive
   #  V   
provide a fully adjustable workspace
        
products, to free up maximum
  #

» X      #X
    "   
wrists in a straight,
natural
   #
wrist rest
can help

to minimise stress on your wrists and
      #X 
typing, hold your hands and wrists
above the wrist rest and during typing
breaks, rest the heels or palms of your
  #Z   
consider using an ergonomic mouse or
  #
» [   #U  
  
  7 [\$   #
Avoid products that create light pooling
  #
» X #=
management solutions to organise and

    < #] 
also keeps the under-desk area clear,
      #> 
attention to cables
if you decide to
opt for a height
adjustable
  #

» ^  #       
     < < "
because you are not able to lower your
work surface to seated elbow height,
       #
» +  #[    < 
 +>=  "  
access, as well as protecting it from dust
 #
As well as the physical aspects of
the workstation, the environmental
       #
]  " "  
lighting may not be perfect for you all of
the time, but research helps the design
of workplaces with environmental
ranges that suit most people, for the
    #
For existing workplaces, the
+    \   
Q^  
ergonomic interventions on average
reduce the number of musculoskeletal
problems by 61 per cent, reduce
lost workdays by 88 per cent and
      "
resulting in an average payback period
`#{ #X     
   "      
 | J  }|J~  
=U  `  
the G7 average, is this something that
companies, and their facilities managers
    

Enhance wellbeing
& Boost profit
with Adapt UK’s ergonomic
workplace solutions

of your employees has a major
impact on profitability”

• Sit-Stand Workstations
• Organisational Tools and Monitor Arms
• Ergonomic Consultancy
• LED Lighting
Please call us on:

0207 481 2201
or email us at: info@adapt-uk.com
www.adapt-uk.com

Q. Is it a smoke vent
or is it roof access?
A. Yes.
Don’t forget that Bilco CE-marked smoke vents can
       
the need for additional roof penetration.
         
     
becomes dual purpose.

• Saves space on the roof
• Motorised operation for access
• Reduces cost of having separate access hatch

Roof Access Hatches
Automatic Smoke Vents
Floor Access Safety Products
Ladders
www.bilcouk.com email: bilcouk@bilco.com
Tel: 01284 701696 Fax: 01284 702531
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I suppose it is interesting
that you have included the
term “young people” in the
9  '
for anyone inexperienced in
the industry they wish to work
&   "
they young or more mature, so
the real crux of the matter would
be deciding how perfect that role is
and whether or not it is worth moving
for? I do not get a feeling from clients that
they expect people to relocate and in fact are more

Should young
people entering the
FM industry accept
they may have to
move as an accepted
part of getting a
job? Should this be
something you only do
for the perfect position or
has it become a given?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE RECRUITER'S VIEW
ASH BROWN,
CONSULTANT TO THE FM
SECTOR AND BIFM NON-EXEC
BOARD DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
An interesting question. I think
this is not a question for just the
FM industry but one that covers all
sectors and all people. Ultimately,
the answer is simple and yet
Ash Brown
complex, all at the same time.
The simple answer is that
anyone looking for a role who is
not prepared to relocate should only look for a role where
they wish to work, no matter how old they are!
The more complicated view is as follows: It must be
noted that most clients are ultimately looking
for the right person in the right role for
the right money and in the majority
of cases, they would like someone
to be within an easy commute of
their site, especially in FM where
being on-call for problems
can be crucial. My experience
tells me that long commutes
for employees in permanent
roles are not sustainable for
the majority of people and that
anyone who chooses this, makes
a conscious choice to do so to gain
the experience in that particular role
but it is usually with an eye on an exit
point in the near future for something more
  '  "  +"  
    " + !   
easier for people to accept, especially if they are not needed
'(  

likely to want a local match from a recruiter unless the role
is so specialised that it would necessitate a relocation by
someone due to a lack of local talent. The onus ultimately
lies with the applicant, no matter how old, and if they are
aware of the location and have applied for the role with this
knowledge then it is assumed that they are either within
commutable distance or willing to relocate although the
9 ! & " +
My personal views are that as a recruiter, you would not
       & 
instance. My views are based on years of matching people
with opportunities and watching their careers progress.
I guess it is harder for younger people or as previously
mentioned, anyone with little experience in the sector, to
&      " + "
whether or not to move for that role is important. It is
important to also note that there are more opportunities
in the South and especially in Greater London and so if a
person entering the sector lives in an area where the
types of opportunities they are looking for are few
and far between, it then goes without saying that
they would need to do what is required in order
to achieve their goals. In conclusion, I think
that the answers lie with each individual, their
circumstances, current location and their future
goals as to whether they feel they need to
move to take a job. It is not a given. 

I think this is not a
question for just the FM
industry but one that covers all
sectors and all people."

– Ash Brown
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THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST GROUP

/      & 
time, I think there’s this idea that if you want a good job, you
have to move - whereas I don’t believe that’s necessarily the
case, especially in FM.
FM is an exciting industry; it’s about the unsung heroes
who work behind-the-scenes and it’s happening everywhere.

FMJ.CO.UK
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In every pocket of the UK,
there’s a need for facilities
management. As such, for
those pursuing a career
in the industry, it won’t
always be necessary to
move. Saying that, the more
 "  ! 
opportunities you have.
Part of Servest’s Future
Leaders programme
C-J Green
requires an element of
travel - but that’s because
the accredited learning scheme has been designed to give
(    (   ! "   
two-year programme prepares the next generation of Future
Leaders for taking on a management role in the company. As
such, they need to be pretty mobile - and willing to experience
& < '   "   +
We receive hundreds of applications from every region of
the country. Those who are lucky enough to be selected will
& ! . ( /  9  % 
St. Edmunds working through key support functions such as
0      ! + & 
to spend time in each of Servest’s main operational divisions
including building services, catering, security and cleaning.
Although Servest’s Future Leaders Management Programme
requires an element of upheaval, this intensive vocational
path will, in turn, give these aspiring FMs the tools to carve
out a career that will ultimately tick their boxes. Therefore, the
individuals on the programme do not consider the associated
 (!  "   &    
   ' 
Flexibility is, of course, required if individuals decide to
       ( (  &  
organisations tend to be multi-site and, subsequently,
employees need to be relatively mobile. Opting for this sort
  !   (  '  !' 
- which some people love. For instance, the senior members
of our catering division not only work client-side but they also
support the operations and sales teams. This means they can
be here, there and everywhere on any particular day. To them,
the fact that their schedule chops and changes keeps things
interesting.

There’s a lot of behind-the-scenes project work going on
across other areas of the business too, which means many of
  !   "X +    ( ( 
9   (  " '  /! 
'   ! (     +
'  8   
 + 
Adapting to change is sometimes necessary when it comes to
following your dreams. Such opportunities aren’t always on your
doorstep but the rewards reaped from taking the plunge will,
!       &

THE SERVICE PROVIDER'S VIEW
OWEN GOWER,
COMMERCIAL AND FINANCE MANAGER - BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AT BILFINGER EUROPA
Young people have
so much scope and
opportunity when entering
the FM industry to grow
and develop their talents.
However, at a certain
level the supervision
and management of
these projects becomes
centralised in head
'    " 
Owen Gower
This isn’t an issue solely
'67  
of our towns and cities is
built upon that very migration of the masses for work. My own
!- '     +  
industry in the latter part of the 19th century. So this concept
isn’t new, or isolated to FM, but should we accept that picking
up sticks and moving is a natural response for the modern
workforce?
There has been a buzz over the past couple of years about a
) .(    .+ $     
with any suggestion that there is causality between the two
issues. There may well be an ‘Opportunity Gap’ in some regions
for the very reason of centralised management described
"(     " +   &
their recruitment to counteract this and as a result more young
people may be asked if they would consider relocating to accept

From Single to Multi-user: CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce
whatever the size
with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM
& FSI GO Workforce Mobility
from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900 info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com
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I remember a training session where the question was asked:
“Who wants change?” and everyone raised a hand. Then they were asked:
“Who wants to change?” and only a few hands were raised!”
 '      "
London and the regions plays a part in this also.
Relocating isn’t the only answer. Advances in technology
(moreover the acceptance of these advances) and changing
  + !  " + 
allowing forward thinking organisations to recruit from
   &      
2%&  (!   '(
collaborative working. The results are a more diverse
workforce, lower travel costs, fewer non-productive hours in
transit and a much lower carbon impact of operations.
0 (!    " +   
always times when a face-to-face discussion is required. Can
'(!    !\\  (  
travelling to see them? Holding a regional or sector biased
position involves continuous travel. Is this perhaps a more
valid point than the requirement to move for a position?
Surely to be mobile is a higher priority than location base
for a senior role. Why move when you will be travelling
consistently for that role anyway?
As for the alternative stance – “I won’t move until it’s the
perfect job”, what would a person be willing to compromise
for the perfect job? I would say a great deal would be up for
discussion if it is indeed perfect. Another variable comes
into discussion when we talk about young people who are
potentially more mobile, more up for adventure and more
willing to uproot and move. So for that reason young people
should take the opportunity and move for a job while they
can. As is the case with many things in life, what might you be
missing while waiting for the perfect one to come along? 

THE COACH'S VIEW
21>Y).0 
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
When the Government
of the day was
criticised for not
creating enough jobs
(or in some areas
reducing them)
Norman Tebbitt
famously said, that
when he was young his
father would get on his
bicycle and cycle for
David Kentish
  +&
work. The meaning
was clear. If you want a
8""   & !   (
travel, or move house, then so be it. At the time this was not a
generally-accepted idea.
20
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%       !  " 
the idea of having to move to get the job that we want. But
even so, the thought of a long commute or moving home is
still a major psychological block for many.
Upping sticks and moving at any time is stressful. But
 (!( & 8"  "  
job you’ve already found, makes the process doubly stressful.
Two changes for the price of one.
/        !'
)  .       [[   " 
! 8   ~\< < (   
Since the economic downturn, the biggest increase has been
!~\~< <  +      
  !   ' "  
their own.
2!   !   &  
!(   !!  8"     '  
junior roles may not be enough to cover their living costs. And
 /  + ! ' 
the change.
| ! ( " "&  +  
they need for their business within easy reach. So to attract
the right people they will have to make sure that the package
'    " 8 &  "
right emotional support to make the transition as easy as
possible. This is especially relevant to the FM industry where
large organisations have clients all around the world and the
consequences of not having this support in place could result
in a move working out badly for both parties.
Ultimately making the decision to move away for a job will
always come down to the mindset of the individual. How
much do they want to be successful in their chosen career?
What drives them forward? Is it necessity, desire or fear? And
    &  3
I think that generally young people understand that to
move forward in their career they have to ‘move’ in both
the emotional and the physical sense. That’s demonstrated
by those who move to the other end of the country to go to
university. But will all of them want to?
I remember a training session where the question was
asked: “Who wants change?” and everyone raised a hand.
Then they were asked: “Who wants to change?” and only a
few hands were raised!
You could ask similar questions of young jobseekers:
“Who wants that perfect job?” “Who’s prepared to move
home for it?”
/&   

 ( 9  /+
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

Coffee?
Have one on us.

In fact, have
3 months’worth.

Frothy cappuccino? Luxurious latte? Or just straight black? Tell us on Twitter or LinkedIn how you
take your coffee for the chance to upgrade your office to a bean to cup machine + coffee for 3 months,
absolutely free. Tag us in the post and use #FreshGroundFMJ to be in with a chance of winning.*

Visit freshground.co.uk/fmj or call 0845 845 1500
FreshGroundUK

@FreshGroundUK

FreshGround

*For full terms and conditions visit freshground.co.uk/competitions

CASE STUDY

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR NEURO-DISABILITY

Royal Hospital for
Neuro-Disability
In 1854 philanthropist Andrew Reed established the “Hospital for Incurables”
 <  " =
life by disease, accident or deformity.” Over one and a half centuries later
the Hospital for Incurables has morphed into the Royal Hospital for
Neuro-disability (RHN) in Putney providing long-term care to people
with neurological disabilities. FMJ spoke to Phil Montague, the
FM on site about the challenges of running facilities in such
a unique environment
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ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR NEURO-DISABILITY

CASE STUDY

R

eed, who had already set up four
other charities, based the Hospital for
Incurables in a converted workhouse with
support from famous names including
Charles Dickens, pianist Otto Goldschmidt
$7%$
!#""
hospital moved into larger premises in
Putney, before settling into its permanent
X#Q##;<5
The hall was formerly part of Lord
Spencer’s Estate at Wimbledon Park. Parts
of the gardens had been landscaped by
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown and the hospital
 &  +! 
  ! !6 
Nightingale came to advise the hospital on
how best to support the welfare of patients
and author Thomas Hardy wrote a Christmas
appeal for the charity.
The hospital’s history is littered with
!  (!!    !
by the early 20th century that King George V
and Queen Mary became its patrons. When
the NHS Act was passed in 1946 it aimed
to nationalise all hospitals in the UK. The
RHN resisted the changes and eventually
prevailed. The hospital was sure it could
do more good by remaining independent,
 (!  & 
tailored care for patients as well as focusing
more on long-term treatment.
Medically speaking the hospital has broken
     "  
the UK’s only Vegetative State Unit caring
for patients in varying states of conscious
 &   
Transitional Rehabilitation Service to help
prepare people for a return to independent
community living. The RHN also opened
&  % 8 
country and occupational therapist, Helen
Hill-Thwaites, was working at the RHN
when she developed the Sensory Modality
Assessment and Rehabilitation Technique,
a clinical tool for the assessment and
rehabilitation of people with disorders of
    ( " 8 
  ! 8    ! 
hospital in the 1980s and it now consists of
&(   ("    
   ! ~       
own farm complete with livestock, orchard
and market garden which supplies fresh
produce for patients’ meals.
The hospital is proud of its history, with
some of the rooms still retaining their
original status, layouts and décor. Also
retained are papers bearing Charles Dickens’
signature as well as awards and trophies.

HOSPITAL TODAY
[[     !
Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability to better
    + ( 
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100 volunteers from the local community
support the RHN, helping it raise the £2.7
million it needs each year to secure the
     & 
The hospital describes itself as helping
“people with severe disability due to
neurological impairment achieve their full
  8  "
quality of life.”
The RHN is a charity which helps people
with severe disability due to neurological
impairment to achieve this goal, wherever
they are in the UK. These impairments can
"  " + '  
or degenerative conditions such as
Huntington’s. They describe their values as:
 6 " "
 (     
responsibility
 Pioneering and sharing knowledge to
improve treatment and care
 Ensuring clarity about what we can do
and delivering on our promises
 Compassion, respect and constancy at the
heart of what we do
24
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FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Obviously the legacy of the entire institution
as well as the essential work done on site
   67 !0 
this up is Phil Montague, head of estates. His
team is quite small, consisting of two fabric
engineers and a three man M&E team. The
two fabric engineers have been with the
0) ~    ( 
Montague says demonstrates the incredible
commitment of the team.
But what about Montague himself?
0&!  +  
fascinating place to begin with? He actually
started out in the hotel industry, working
his way across central London for several
'  ! 6 ! !(   
 !   67  > 6  
+  '( ! Y( 
though he went for the role at RHN because
   ! + ' 
people’s lives.
The RHN has several hundred patients,
ranging in age from 18 to 80, some of whom
could stay in the hospital for the rest of
 ( (    
   "( \\  ' ~\\

There is accommodation on
site, built in 1935, for over
80 nurses working on site and
Montague and his team provide
hard services for all of the
accommodation.”
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ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR NEURO-DISABILITY

volunteers.
Montague prides himself on taking
a very hands on approach to
his work, he appreciates
! 67 
have on patients
who may stay in
the hospital for
the rest of their
lives.
The hospital
is a Grade
 
building which
can cause a
fair amount
of problems. All
!&  
the building need to be
approved, but Montague stresses
      ! &  
is not a hospital,” Montague says. “This is
our patients’ home, many of them will be
here for a considerable length of time and so
we don’t necessarily want white walls and
corridors we want to give the patients the
things that they want.”
"(   " ! '
for some of the patients at the RHN than
in a standard hospital. But the team
always go above and beyond to make
sure that everyone is comfortable in their
  /  
walls at home a certain colour or you don’t
like a particular type of lighting… why
would you want to look at those things for
years and years? A blinking light might be
an annoyance to you or me, but it can be
torturous for some of our patients Someone
|+. !   !
be all they can see! And not be able to
'(!!  
7    67 !  
hospital as a whole, are constantly trying

to do a balancing act. “We want all our
patients, no matter how long they
are staying here, to think of
this as home and we
also want them to
live their lives
as normally as
possible. We
think that
is ethically
and morally
the right
way to do it.
This adds the
humanisation of
 ' 
the total care both
medical and pastoral.”
The RHN itself proclaims
the same sentiment on its
website: “We get to know the person beyond
the disability, taking time to understand
their likes and dislikes so that we can create
a wholly holistic care plan that incorporates
life-changing technologies and balances
traditional care with specialist therapies
based around their own interests as well as
their needs. And, because our specialists
 +  !   ' 
   ( !! 
disruption to our patients.”

CASE STUDY

We need people who
   
to our unique needs.
Package deals just don’t
work for us.”

SWG provided the hospital with a new
   67    <!
( "!  8"    ! 
indicators for the estates and maintenance
team hard services team, giving them increased
    '
Of course there are constant challenges in
terms of refurbishment and adapting to new
            
Y(  "8  
 "& (  

SERVICE CONTRACTS
0) /'   (  
preferring to enter into partnership
 ! 7    X
   '   
9 @ +   8 / +
for us.”
6  !       
entered into a partnership with Service
Works Group (SWG) with a tailored value' 

DAY TO DAY
Of course on top of the massive issues relating
to patient care and the building’s listed status
    (  67 "! 6 
 !     ("
hospital’s wards, it is the only way to access the
wards and it needs to be operational at all times.
   !!   "[ 
for over 80 nurses working on site and Montague
and his team provide hard services for all of
the accommodation.
On top of this RHN can play host for up to 800
visitors a day, runs a chapel which can cater for a
(    67 ! (  
of maintenance requests a day. But Montague
never loses sight of his original reasons for
 +8" ! + ' 
“We installed access control onto our doors,”
7     !    !
of our patients who are able to get outside
on their own now can. Don’t underestimate
the impact this has on their lives. At the end
  !+ /(
!  ' / + 
estates team here has contributed in making a
'         ( 
that make the hospital the place it is.”
That seems inarguable. The work being done
is certainly remarkable and invaluable and the
contribution of Montague and his team cannot
be underestimated.
MARCH 2016
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FIT FOR A KING
Early last year retail centre specialist Hammerson moved into a new home at Kings
> 'QXZ[ =   
Lexington’s front of house service had played in ensuring a smooth transition

H

ammerson has been around for over
70 years and manages property
all over Europe. They have 58 shopping
centres in the UK and France including
the Bullring in Birmingham and Leeds’
Victoria Gate.
Kings Place itself has been open since
September 2008 and is perhaps best
known for playing host to the Guardian and
"  (  '    
+67         
" !      
0 !! !( & 
June last year, as part of an ongoing plan to
26
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reposition themselves as a business purely
       
 '  !( !
7   >/ -  
Jane Orr, facilities co-ordinator at
Hammerson says that “though the
Grosvenor Street site had all the dark wood
and lush carpeting you would expect, it
  (   / 
!  (X
develop shopping centres, we always want
      
  /8 "
itself, King’s Cross’ own regeneration is

drawing in a young and creative crowd and
the station allows for connections to both
Paris and Reading where Hammerson have
' 
“We saved a lot of money moving from
Mayfair,” Orr acknowledges, “yet we’ve
!     "
@ (          
key aim of the move was to try and get the
 ! !    
(  (\    '
"    
Whilst the move itself was being planned
an external project manager was appointed

FMJ.CO.UK
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(      
to a working group, facilities and corporate
!!     (
( !!"   ' 
opportunity to speak through steering
     +  
   (0 !! (
developed a logo and motto for the
   % !%2 %
>
+ +(  ! 
    -  &  ! 
! +  (  +

LEXINGTON
Lexington have been working with
0 !!    ' 
" ~\~@   
were the catering partner for nine years,
coming out on top of two tender processes,
but three years ago Hammerson decided
to amalgamate the services and streamline
      +    
"  +   
passion for receptions almost
matches their passion for

7   
' 
front of house
services
weren’t

For Hammerson’s part,
just as they didn’t want a
 \
want a corporate reception
service.”

FEATURE

      7 
+  "  ! 
you were a guest and had to sign in you
probably wouldn’t have even realised they
  
|  !   
the move and now have pride of place in
    "  +
to suddenly have people around all the
time, saying hello and goodbye,” chuckles
Jane Streat, head of client services for
| . (%( 
  
Other ideas from the receptionists
themselves were taken on board and it
wasn’t just a change of location that was
     + 
went back to the architects more than
          "
   " +   
Naturally Lexington also had experience of
what worked well and what didn’t from their
      "   
 ( ( " 
(  '   
'    +
 &  +
headsets and ipads, no matter how modern
they look, wouldn’t work with Hammerson’s

6 0 !! /   8  /
    ' /  
     (  
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The reception team determine the mood of
   
] ^

28

took inspiration from hotels and tried to
       
  ! !!
of everyone in the building, they personify
 0 !!    "

down to create a much more relaxed
atmosphere and the meeting rooms have
"((  ! . ' + 
"( !  "
 + " 

CHANGES

AGILE WORKING

Of course there have been a litany of
   
! !  !
'    "+
procedures and outdoor balcony and
     (  "  
now “tablet top” tables which work
disturbingly like the walls in Minority
 .     ("
installed as well, creating meeting areas
   
  !  8 
with guests but with everyone entering
0 !!   2 
with all of the glass they were really
out in the open so planting was added
  (   ! ( 
0 !! /  !"! 
("   (((
in retail the dress code has been toned

Just like companies the length and
breadth of the nation taking advantage of
agile working, Hammerson have arranged
to have a number of desks equivalent
to the maximum number of occupants
 !\  +
Naturally there was a great deal
of communication prior to the move,
 " +
   @2 
! " 
Y    ! &
   +    
/  9 &"  
“People are creatures of habit so we can’t
8  !*  
pictures of their family up anywhere
! .!!   
departments and sometimes they just sit
.    
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lockers have even been added for people
!!' 
  !    
much more natural light, as well as an
 '    
terrace (which had gone unused for years)
9  ( ( 

CHALLENGES
   /  ! 
 !" !    (
>/ -  !  '
X<6  
there were the usual logistical concerns,
moving things across the capital whilst
 +"    !
     "    
 & " 
Both Hammerson and Lexington tried
to circumvent these issues by bringing
everyone on site before the move itself,
even if that meant hard hats and high
( "8 + -!!  
stakeholders was essential, if a steering
group raised an issue then the line manager
and eventually the whole department would
( ( 
Just like the desks mentioned for the
reception team, access cards, pods and
 (     ' 
 ! 6  (  
happy with back in Mayfair was reused,
 " 2 (   
taken to make sure everyone was happy
!(

@Facilities_Show #FACSHOW

Connecting and inspring
excellence in facilities
management.
With a seventeen year heritage at the heart of the facilities industry,
Facilities Show brings you trusted expertise and innovation across all
sectors of FM.
3 Exclusive: 96% of suppliers only showcase their products and solutions at Facilities Show these include:
  
   

3 Networking: Over 11,000 FM professionals joined us in 2015 and this year promises to be even bigger.
Advance your career and make new connections with your peers in a variety of formal and informal
networking areas at the show
3 Exclusively supported by BIFM as the leading, must-attend event in the FM industry
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Essential

ESOS?

The deadline for the Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) passed last month, and
    
Was this because it’s seen as just another green tax in disguise? Companies who ignore ESOS
 _`{ {{{=   |XZ[

B

rendan Airey is the energy manager at
#$+$  
companies far more than just “a piece of paper
$+"=Q
that implementing recommendations around
lighting guarantees a win for business and the


CLOUDFM
“Whether or not you met the January 29th deadline,
(and it’s been reported that 40 per cent of qualifying
companies didn’t), the Energy Savings Opportunity
Scheme could be one of those documents that never
really gets looked at properly. I’d hazard a guess it
now sits on the shelf, gathering dust, probably next
to your energy contract – which you likely haven’t
looked at since procuring it in 2010.
“Energy saving may sound a bit boring, and
something that should be considered by an energy
analyst, not a director, right? But in fact this view
     & !  
“Energy is generally one of those business
(     +   &   
   " "&( 
   +  X <
exercises becoming increasingly important over the
last few years – due either to actual recession or just
the continuing challenging economic climate – it
"  <     
an area that bears closer scrutiny, especially now,
with calmer economic waters and growth on the

horizon. Now is the time to concentrate on energy
expenditure, and not just for compliance reasons.
“There are many energy saving initiatives out
   ! ( !<" +  
aren’t, but the thing about ESOS is that it’s
regulatory. A sort of ‘green tax’. However, that’s
not to say that it can’t be viewed as a positive
opportunity to save money – you can get true value
from your ESOS report, if it’s carried out correctly.
“Firstly, if you haven’t yet set the ball in motion,
make sure you choose your lead assessor carefully,
and brief them fully – if they truly understand your
business, they will be able to relate potential energy
savings in a way that makes business sense. A
savvy lead assessor might work out the impact on
your Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortization (EBITDA) using an appropriate
benchmark that speaks to your board of directors in
their language, and informs their decision making.
“For example, when dealing with the restaurant
trade, the most useful calculation is to work out
EBITDA per cover at each location, and how the
impact of energy spend reduction might improve
 &   "  < (
measures in such straightforward monetary terms
(   !  & "   
the mention of cold hard cash usually makes people
  <     
cover might send a particular branch into the red.
X      "&   
saving cost reduction, a business might make
cutbacks in other areas, which could have a

 (!     & "
Directors might be considering reducing costs by
squeezing wages, negotiating prices down with
suppliers, stopping advertising budgets, holding
back a refurbishment programme, or even by closing
branches or areas of the business – all of which
!  &  ' (   !  
that needs to be done is an energy cost reduction
(through reducing consumption, negotiating on
 '  "   "5
“But what if you’ve already had your ESOS
assessment carried out – expending the time and
money required to jump through the necessary
hoops, including various site visits and meetings –
and all you’ve really got out of it is a document that
shows you how many lamps you need to change?
If you’re one of the reported 6,000 out of 10,000
qualifying businesses that have had their ESOS
assessment carried out, there is a way to make all
 '    )   
image reasons, to demonstrate your company’s
commitment to sustainability, but purely for
 & "4/    5
“By interpreting the ESOS data correctly, we can
outline a sustainable way to make cost savings,
 " <( "  
perhaps to implement further energy consumption
reduction projects (thus growing the ‘pot’ of money
saved), or to fund growth.
“Whether your business hit the ESOS deadline
  / & (   
one which can add value to your business decision
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making (and therefore, crucially, your
company’s bottom line), rather than just
a compliance issue or a green tax. Just
doing the minimum for regulatory reasons
is missing a trick; ESOS provides valuable
data which can be analysed and used to
make cost savings, which in turn can be
reinvested. What’s not to like?”

B.E.G
But what about other
&  
industry? Well
B.E.G sales
director,
Paul Jones,
thinks there
are still
questions
that need
answering.
“Any
measure
to reduce
energy costs
and wastage
will help raise
 & ""
Energy Savings Opportunity
Scheme is only aimed at large
organisations that employ more than 250
 '  (    ( ! 
than £38 million and balance sheet of over
£33 million.
“These companies need to carry out an
ESOS assessment (though if they have a
valid ISO 50001 energy management system
then this counts) otherwise you will need to
calculate all the energy you use, such as fuel
  & !/     
“Once the company has calculated its
energy use, it must then identify areas of
high usage and show areas where energy
can be saved but does ESOS increase
 & "3   " 
certainly does.
“But to reduce energy consumption,
organisations must make changes, such as

}\=  
viewing the process
as one which can add
value to your business
decision making”
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adding lighting controls. This has an initial
cost, of course, but in two to four years this
   (   &   
“However the ESOS criteria is very
complex as it suggests it might be possible
for some businesses to potentially opt
out of it, so we would support making
9 & !!  ! 
“It is also unclear as to why the scheme
is only designed for companies who
!   !"   '  (
large turnovers. In our experience, large
companies are generally aware that they
    &"  
energy consumption.
“So we would like to see the
Environment Agency lowering
this threshold to include smaller
organisations that may have
less experience in implementing
energy savings. This would mean
then that these companies could
 "& ! !
    &  
reducing their carbon footprint.”

TAMLITE
Colin Lawson, head of sales, marketing and
product development at Tamlite Lighting
+  "& Y..
beyond energy savings:
“Lighting, while not necessarily a large
win compared to other energy saving
technologies, represents some of the
 <   (  "
organisations wanting to implement ESOS
!!  /  '  " 9+
!! '      <<
investment in the face of rising electricity
costs.
“There are plenty of ways that you
can use ESOS as a springboard for more
than just energy savings. For example,
a simple change such as updating your
workplace lighting could also provide
you with improved productivity, reduced
<   ! <    " 
!     'Y   ( 

are important, statistics from the Carbon
Trust show that lighting accounts for around
40 per cent of business energy use, but it’s
!     < !   
“While for many in the industry swapping
  < 
'    <"  / !  
!!" 8   
arena has changed in recent years, and to be
mindful of some of the lighting myths that
continue to linger in the minds of decision
makers.
“What were once specialist solutions
are now mainstream options available to
a wider range of organisations at more
'  "  - !  (   
range of choice, and will need support in
making the right lighting investments for
their needs.”

GREENLITE
Bob Hall, managing director at Greenlite
Lighting Solutions had this to add:
“At Greenlite, we remain convinced
that taking the next step, and installing
 ' / 
recommended within ESOS audits is not only
sensible, it’s essential.
“There are of course some concrete
&      ( 
over 70 per cent can be made over existing
lighting solutions to give a positive whole
life cost. The return on the investment is
!!  " " + 
options are explored.
. '    ' 
brighter, more reliable light is used.
@ (   '     
Reputational, branding and CSR gains
become available when you look to improve
   / '!  
“It’s for these reasons that we at Greenlite
are so passionate about embedding the
opportunities ESOS provides. Doing so saves
money and energy. But it also futureproofs
business and retail estates, and greens up
UK business for a more positive, productive
and viable overall future too.”
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RIDING THE WASTE MANAGEMENT
WAVE OF SUCCESS
The LEGOLAND Windsor Resort attracts over two million visitors every year to its highly-popular family theme park

S

et in 150 acres of Berkshire
countryside, it has more than
55 interactive rides live shows and
attractions, as well its own 150-room
unique LEGO themed Resort Hotel, which
opened in 2012.
Managing waste and recycling at the Resort
is the responsibility of Paul Howard, Resort
Facilities Manager, and his colleague Julian
Bromley.
Together, they work closely with Grundon
Waste Management, a partnership that has
seen the LEGOLAND Windsor Resort achieve
   &
Its commitment to the environment
was recognised recently at the Thames
Valley Business Awards, held in November,
when the LEGOLAND Windsor won the
Green Progress Award for its outstanding
performance in environmental management.
Paul Howard said: “We were thrilled that
 '  ! (    " 
waste management have been rewarded.
“The work between Grundon and the
LEGOLAND Windsor Resort means together

 (" "! +   '  
especially in achieving our goal of diverting
     ! &$ 
 !    + &'  
innovative ways to boost our commitment to the
environment. We both work very hard to achieve
such fantastic results. ”
LEGOLAND Parks are part of Merlin
Entertainments plc. In just two years the
LEGOLAND Windsor Resort it has gone from being
ranked third in group-wide waste and recycling
targets, to number one.
Between 2012 and 2014, the total
amount of recycled waste
increased from 295.24
tonnes to 568.54
tonnes, despite
the opening of the
Resort Hotel, which
added to total waste
volumes.
Among many
success stories,
one has been a
doubling of the amount

of cardboard recycled, from 69.82 tonnes to
142.58 tonnes thanks to the installation of a
cardboard compactor; and the segregation
'  
streams - including metal, plastics, hazardous
and wood - rather than just three.
The LEGOLAND Windsor has also instigated
a major push on food waste by introducing
Grundon food caddies and bins to many of
the food outlets which, in 2014, saw 273.85
tonnes of food waste sent to Anaerobic
Digestion, where it creates renewable
electricity and bio-fertiliser, versus 141.89
tonnes in 2012.
Elsewhere, corridor bins have been
!!" '  
GreenRedeem reverse vending kiosk in the
 '    
cans; and waste which cannot be recycled or
recovered now goes to Energy from Waste,
where it is used to generate renewable
electricity.
In addition, to help spread the waste
management and recycling message,
both Paul and Julian were among Resort
executives invited to tour Grundon’s
extensive Lakeside Energy from Waste and
Materials Recovery Facilities at nearby
Colnbrook.
Grundon’s Jack Yarrow, who works with
the LEGOLAND Windsor team, said: “It’s clear
everyone has done a fantastic job in helping
   & !  ! 
recycling across the Resort.
“With such a vast array of rides and
attractions, plus all the food and drink
outlets and the parkland areas,
we’ve worked closely with
them to ensure all the
necessary opportunities are
being taken to achieve best
practice.
“The fact that Paul and
his team have won this
award proves they are on
the right track and we look
forward to continuing to
work with them as they set
new goals for the future.”

For more information about Grundon’s Total Waste Management service please visit www.grundon.com,
alternatively please email info@grundon.com or call 01753 686 777
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WASTE NOT
WANT NOT
Over recent years recycling and waste management have gone from a hot topic to
a scorching, scalding, sizzling one. Every business in the country acknowledges the
importance of recycling and talks about their latest green initiatives. Despite this growth
in recycling rates have slowed considerably in recent years and some of the statistics
   XZ[ *=

A

ccording to a government report from December of last year
the United Kingdom produces roughly 200 million tonnes
of waste per annum. Half of this comes from the construction
industry, a quarter from the commercial sector and 14 per cent
from households.
 ~\\!     &
was 26.1 per cent.
Meanwhile household recycling stood at 44.9 per cent in 2014, with
  !  &!  [~!
tonnes, which is around a quarter of what it was 20 years ago.
Of course it is easy to simply trot out massive numbers and
statistics but what do they actually mean in everyday life? Well
According to Recycling-Guide.org, the unreleased energy contained
in the average dustbin each year could power a television for 5,000
hours. Or how about this one: The largest lake in the Britain could be
& ""  !>! 

FACTS AND FIGURES
 !  &   (  ( ! 
ones then you might be interested to hear that on average, 16 per
cent of the money you spend on a product pays for the packaging,
which ultimately ends up as rubbish.
Or that the British throw away £36 million worth of aluminium
each year. The country gets through plastic at a rate of 275,000
tonnes of plastic per annum. That equates to 15 million bottles each
34
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and every day. The rate of plastic use is growing by about four per
cent each year.

HELISTRAT
FMJ spoke to Harvey Laud, director at waste management gurus
0  &  
“I believe that we are probably quite close to doing as much as we
can in terms of managing waste. But before you turn over the page I
have little doubt that there is a huge opportunity to better manage
our valuable secondary resources. The issue here is not what
!     &       "!< 
we adopt. The reality is that many people still see these resources
as waste, things that they no longer need, to be thrown away. As a
result their minds are automatically drawn to how do we dispose of
these materials? Further still, how do we dispose of this rubbish in
as cheaper way as possible?
! "(    " "
( !!   ( ! "&   
recycling is by thinking “how can we better manage our resources?”
This focus on getting more materials back in to sustainable supply
chains for the future makes sound sense both in terms of preserving
the future supply of products and diverting materials from
  ( !      &
“Whist this does require more up front planning and a more
strategic approach, ultimately the system that you implement
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Of course it is easy to simply trot out massive numbers and statistics but
what do they actually mean in everyday life?”
should not be complicated. Time spent looking at how goods are
supplied through to their management onsite and the ultimate
means of processing will enable you to implement a simple and easy
to use system. In turn, this will enable you to maximise the quantity
and quality of your recycling. This will optimise the value of these
!            & 
to minimise your on-going resource management costs.
!!   ( ! "&  
aren’t enough of a trigger for intervention in their own right,
then compliance certainly should be. In addition to their Duty of
Care, new regulation now also requires businesses to segregate
certain recyclable materials from their general waste. Failing to
         "   &  
unrecoverable reputational damage. Businesses unsure of their legal

obligations should seek expert advice from someone like Helistrat.
&       8  
both saves them money and also improves their environmental
performance.
“One other area I would urge businesses to consider is the
importance of communication and education. Historically we
have focused too much on instruction when it comes to informing
people about recycling and resource management. Simply telling
someone where to put something, however, does little to engage
their hearts and minds and encourage behavioural change.
Sustained communication, which helps people to understand why
they are doing something and shows them both the positive and
negative outcomes of their actions, is vital to developing this new
materials mind-set and changing behaviour.”
MARCH 2016
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MYTHS
DEBUNKED
Helistrat’s Harvey Laud is constantly
frustrated by some commonly
mentioned myths around waste
management and recycling. Here he
dispels some of the best:
 There’s no such thing as zero waste
to landfill: This just isn’t true – you just
need to have a strategy and then plan,
segregate, implement, audit and adjust.

LANDMARC
Camilla Timms, is sustainability adviser at
Landmarc Support Services (Landmarc)
the company that supports the Defence
Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) to
!    >7  
Defence (MoD) training estate. She believes
that if recycling initiatives are going to
be successful within organisations, a
combination of behavioural and technical
solutions is needed.
%  "8(  
challenging targets,” Timms explains, “FM
providers can strive to achieve the ultimate
goal of preventing 100 per cent of all waste
 ! &   
hierarchy to ensure the best possible
environmental outcome for our waste.
2     +   "
for the waste that we are disposing of whether it’s a crisp packet or a tonne of
   ! ! 8<
and question where it is going.
    
and encourage customers and employees
to minimise the amount of waste generated
and segregate and dispose of recyclable and
other waste materials sustainably. Clearly,
prevention is the ultimate goal but if this is
not possible, have plans in place for how
you will prepare your waste for re-use and
recycling. We have reduced food waste, for
example, by ensuring that all ingredients are
optimised to meet busy mealtime demands,
without surplus cooked food being
    !  
re-used in construction and maintenance
 8    +      
"6     '
to recycle, recovery for energy generation is
the next best option to avoid sending waste
 &
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Timms also stresses the importance of
segregating and re-use materials as much
as possible. “By installing waste sorting
facilities at various locations across the
Defence training estate, Landmarc has
  &    !
of waste recycled because we are able to
    '(  
collection by our contractors.
“A good example of segregating and re     8 !  
to build new ranges at Garelochhead in
Scotland. All of the demolition waste is
being re-used to install a noise reduction
bund to help minimise the impact of noise
 !(&  
community.”
Finally she stresses that you should
constantly question how your recycling
scheme can add even more value. “The
   !    
across the training estate presented
&   & 
contractors that were able to collect,
recycle and dispose of waste within
the available budget. We therefore
implemented a strategy to work with a
national waste management broker so
  "& !  ( 
"  '  ("
dealing with one supplier yet still continue
to invest in our local economies by using
 & + !  !  
companies, which are accessible through
our broker.
“This was key for Landmarc, as we place
great importance on the positive impact
we can have on the communities around
the training estate. Providing smaller waste
management contractors with extra work
can boost their business, therefore aiding
the local economy and the community.”

 It’s general waste that causes the
problem: Again this is wrong, the issue is
what makes up general waste. It doesn’t
exist – it is created by mixing the wrong
types of material. It is usually made up 85
per cent of dry recycling, 10 per cent food
and contaminated food packaging and 5
per cent residual - floor sweepings and
wet waste.
 To recycle as much as possible,
we need to segregate as much as
possible: A degree of segregation may
be required but it depends on what
materials and how much you produce. Dry
materials can be recycled without being
segregated at source.
 I need to get the best bin price I can:
I would urge to reconsider this approach.
The price of a bin is governed by market
forces and offers you minimal opportunity
to make a difference. Secondly the price
agreed rarely equals the cost over the
contract term. Thirdly the only thing that
will change over term is the bin price.
 Don’t take the wrong approach: Too
many businesses produce waste and
think: We must find the right type of bin,
it’s up to the FM to keep the kit working
and yard clear, procurement buy the
cheapest consumables, we must find
someone to collect at the cheapest price,
we need to segregate all our materials.
To conclude you need to communicate
strategic goals, agree objectives, share
responsibility, collaborate as a business,
continually review and adjust and adopt a
more strategic procurement approach.

Waste Management

ARE YOU
COMPLIANT?

Legislation is constantly changing and as a business you have
a duty of care to manage your waste responsibly. To avoid risk
and uncertainty, talk to us about our compliance audits and
waste management programmes.
Helistrat is a partner: not a typical supplier.
We do precisely what you want, building
creative solutions that ﬁt perfectly with
your business and its operations.

www.helistrat.co.uk
enquiries@helistrat.co.uk
023 9312 1314

The beneﬁts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal compliance
Cost reductions
Revenue optimisation
Improved performance and service
Operational management resource across the UK
Unique programmes designed for your business
A cohesive strategy
Staff engagement and training programmes
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Everyone in FM knows that the industry has changed
massively over the past few years and doubtless it will
continue to change in the years ahead. But with the
talent gap looming ever larger over the sector how has
all the change impacted the FM job market? FMJ spoke
         
ARDENT4
With the FM sector employing around one in
every 10 workers in the UK and worth well over a
£110 billion per year according to the BIFM there
is more interest than ever in the FM jobs market.
Indeed such are the opportunities available in FM
    !& !   
industry called Ardent4 launched earlier this year in
Birmingham.
Ardent4 is supported by Cordant Recruitment,
the second-largest privately owned recruitment
company in the UK and will be headed up by Alex
Sutherland who has been recruiting within the
facilities management and construction industry for
over 10 years. He joins Ardent4 from The
FM Network.
Sutherland feels that now is
the right time for Ardent4
to launch thanks to the
changing nature of
the sector. “There
are dozens of FM
& !   
he explains. “Of all
shapes and sizes.
2  '
years every company
I have spoken to
is now looking for
opportunities to grow
over the course of 2016.
“There are opportunities
in FM at management level and
at operational level. The trend in the
marketplace recently has been for the bigger
& ! " !   Y( 
industry could name some big deals that have taken
place over the last couple of years.
7 !& ! !  
is bought out by another the senior hierarchy of
one ends up being forced out by the other. This can
create something of a merry-go-round but at the
!!!  & !  !"+
consolidate. This is something the industry should
welcome.
“But just because this is the case for the bigger
"  /!   !  67& !  
following the same trends. The gulf between the
two ends of the market is growing just as fast as
" & !  "    
hunt for ever larger contracts, they have their own
Y    >    

have been something to shout about only a few
years ago are now just standard.
“This actually presents an opportunity for the
smaller companies. They can boast about treating a
contract worth only a few million as their absolute
     & !  /! +  !
  & !    ! +! 
money and this is why they are looking to recruit.
“The problem is that huge skills shortage that
the FM industry is always talking about. Take
commercial gas engineers, at this time of year
they can pretty much name their price, it isn’t
!! (  & ! &( 
the same employee. Once the summer rolls around
   &
themselves in the same position.
Things aren’t set to get any
better either, there aren’t
enough engineers being
trained, apprenticeship
schemes are obviously
being set up but the
shortfall isn’t being
made up.
“Then plenty of
roles across FM
"&"
freelancers or people
on very short term
contracts. A lot of these
  ' ! 
redundant during the recession
but can now make more in one week
of freelancing than in a month of 9 to 5s.
"(   /67& ! 
   

FM sector employing
around one in every
10 workers in the UK and
worth well over a £110
billion per year.”

BUILD RECRUITMENT
But obviously this is the view of only one
 !& !   "   
Coleen Cloherty is executive director at Build
Recruitment and specialises in the Facilities and
Property sector. When asked how he thought the
changes to the market would impact FM jobs he had
this to say:
“The question mostly asked to FM professionals
is what exactly is FM? Facilities management has
changed immensely over the years and a lot of
factors are responsible such as legislative changes
and the state of economy. Facilities management
((  ' ( 
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The global FM sector would be worth $1.314 trillion in 2018.”
in a company, a facilities manager’s task
could vary from doing purchases on
furniture on sites to implementing major
contracts in maintenance and security. The
current trend shows more companies are
choosing to outsource their services this
has driven the growth of the sector not
8 >"Y  
'      "
FM companies in the UK going across the
"  Y  ! + !  
 ¥ - ! X +&
show the increase in demand in the sector
with major key players in the industry
pulling resources together to grow their
respective platforms and deepening their
reach into the market with new acquisitions
and talent.
“There are many roles in FM and
possible careers and responsibilities such
as catering, maintenance, making sure
facilities comply with legislation, safety,
cutting cost of energy a building uses. The
market expansion has created a big vacuum
and a shortage of professionals such as
engineers, commercial managers, business
development and senior level interim
managers with the industry lacking with
the professionals. We do not anticipate
any relaxation of these skills shortages and
would go as far as saying that skills gaps
will widen and new pinch points will appear
as we move towards ‘full employment’.
X67 " '"
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Y    " 
development and expansion into various
Y    "  
at stake not to mention the restriction
it could bring and worsen the already
existing shortage of professional problem.
The market is expanding globally with an
estimated annual growth rate of six to eight
per cent to reach $1.314 trillion in 2018.
A large per cent of the predicted global
growth in the FM industry is linked to the
! Y      
large amount of the market. The current
Brexit question and referendum planned
for summer 2016 will undeniably have an
impact on the FM sector.
“The future success of the larger FM
service providers is likely to be achieved
by expanding with the expansion of the
FM outsourcing market. The role and
responsibilities of FM service providers will
continue to develop into more strategic
partnerships over mere service delivery.
  +  
expanding customer demands, FMs must
' ( <   (    "
'(  +!  ! 
0  .  Y( ! 40.Y5
and local labour law management.
Moreover, they must have the capability
to provide excellence across a broad menu
of services and consistent self-delivery on
"       "
     ! 

ISS
But of course the current state of the
FM market is hardly the way things are
going to stay. A 2014 white paper by ISS
called “Perspectives on the FM market
(!  " 
FM sector would be worth $1.314 trillion
in 2018.
ISS mirrored Sutherland’s thoughts about
the growth of international deals across the
industry saying that: “In 2000, there were
just a couple of international contracts
industry-wide, the most notable being IBM,
with an average revenue of $300 million a
year. By 2010, the industry boasted 30 to 50
contracts – including Motorola, Caterpillar,
. @& -.- @$ >   0@
an average revenue of $100–$500 million.
By 2015, the number is most likely to
increase again, but the revenue are likely
to increase towards an average turnover as
 §}\\! ! 
This international growth will lead to
changes in the job market, but so will the
(67& !  ! !  (
providers to full on partners. Companies
 +   + 
change, intelligent building management,
sustainability initiatives and much more.
All the while cutting costs, simplifying and
standardising services and providing a
single point of contact. This should also
create more opportunities and could end
up leading to an actual war for talent.

B.E.G. The lighting control professionals

info@beguk.co.uk

www.beg-luxomat.com

Tel: 0870 850 5412
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SPACE FLEXIBILITY IS KEY TO FUTURE
OFFICE DESIGN
2016 is predicted to continue 2015’s trend for high quality refurbishment
 %             
space on the market.
J/ "      "         
      /       #
X         '` #
    "     #]  
 <' 
and the key to
    
intelligent, creative
planning,” says
Kevin Parker, CEO,
space-pod.
“It used to be
that an internal
    
   
place every decade
or so. Needs
     #  "     
          #
     <'          
     #       
  "        "
suitable for more human interaction and inspiration.”

Gym and spa business motive8 has announced an incredibly successful 2015,
        `     
 |  `{#]        
installations in 2015 in the corporate, residential and private property sectors,
         ]  
Bridge, Goodman’s Fields and Dickens Yard.
    /         
  /  /       
    "`       #  
     "     '  
being added to the portfolio. In 2015, the company also delivered its biggest ever
    {``"```#
]        {`
 % 
commercial, residential
and private property
sectors, making 2015
the best year ever for
 #
` 
    
  
property developers
and housing providers.

 www.space-pod.co.uk

 www.m8group.co.uk

BARTLETT MITCHELL HAVE LAUNCHED AN
EXCITING NEW PREMIUM AND SUSTAINABLE
COFFEE BRAND, “PERKEE’

‘WORLD’S STRONGEST PRODUCTION
PADLOCK’ GAINS LPCB APPROVAL

>     

100 per cent Arabica bean from
|   "   
and roasted in Yorkshire. It’s a
 "       
     
  >   
  
savoury range, served throughout
the day.
bartlett mitchell have formed a
    J '
  /  |   #]
 / }  {` ~"
set up by Fatima Ismael aims to
improve the lives of its members
  #+  
are ploughed back into education,
     #
Wendy Bartlett, CEO, said, “I recognised a kindred spirit in Fatima and her
 #      J '  
    #  "&   > "  
       " /      
   J '  #

J   J7  [>+&}[ >  +   
&  ~   J   JJ`"    
production padlock.
]    &    /   
tensile pull of 16-20 tonnes - has been approved to LPCB’s standard LPS 1654:
#`      J#
It is the latest in a host of Squire’s Stronghold SS50 and SS65 padlocks to
 [>+&    JJ#
[>+&      "  "     
ensure that LPCB approved products have been rigorously tested to evaluate
resistance to deliberate attack and their ability to operate reliably.
]   "   
managers and suppliers can be
 J7 [>+&
  J     
   
deterrence against physical
intervention, burglary, vandalism
and terrorism.
Squire’s Stronghold SS80
features a 2kg solid steel lock
body and 16mm diameter
hardened boron steel shackle.
     "  "   "  
security doors, the patented Stronghold design is an assurance of the most
advanced product performance.

 www.bartlettmitchell.co.uk

 www.squirelocks.co.uk

 01784 471411
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NEW INSTALLATIONS, NEW MANAGED
FACILITIES AND NEW CLIENTS: MOTIVE8
ANNOUNCES HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 2015

MARCH 2016

 hello@bartlettmitchell.co.uk

 info@henry-squire.co.uk

 01902 308050

FMJ.CO.UK

BOILERMAG INDUSTRIAL BOILER FILTERS ENSURE
EFFICIENT HEATING SYSTEM OF GLASGOW
OFFICE BUILDING

MONTH IN FM

THAMES WATER CUTS WATER USAGE BY 83 PER
CENT WITH PROPELAIR

SMS Maintenance Services
[   '
 &   ] 
    '
 #    
samples from the heating
system, engineers from
JJ    
   
quality in the system, namely
         #  "   
      "        
of corrosion and magnetite in the system.
] '&   ]    X
 J        #^  &   
]   "    
&       "    / 
  '  #
  "   JJ J  [ ]&   
]        "    '%  
    '   #]   
   "  "   '% #
]&           7 
treatment products for domestic, commercial and industrial properties.

]X 
   
    
   
through its partnership
 >  #
]=U  
   
   "  
15 million homes and
business premises, is
  '
            #
] +  +     " ]X  
   '    < }   #   <~ 
>   }#  ~"    `#   
in the men’s and ladies’ loos.
      %       
  "      "  
    `"```      "```   
person per annum.
&          >   
        #     " "` 
annum.
^        "]X      
>     X+    J Q  #

 www.spear-and-jackson.com

 www.propelair.com

GRADUS’ NEW MATTING CATALOGUE FOR
CONTRACTORS AND SPECIFIERS

ADVANCED PROTECTS VITAL DATA AND
COMPUTING ASSETS AT CAMBRIDGE UNI

Contract interiors specialist Gradus has introduced a new barrier matting
systems catalogue, which includes full details of Gradus’ extensive matting
portfolio, including a selection of new products and formats.
As well as new, striking photography, the 64-page catalogue includes
helpful advice
and product
recommendations,
enabling the end user
to select the right
matting system for
&   
The catalogue
shows where Gradus
matting can be used
'    
building at risk of soiling and heavy wear, using a ‘zonal’ illustration. This is
accompanied by user-friendly product selection guides for both primary and
secondary barrier matting for easy comparison of products.
It also features a handy three-step guide for selecting the correct barrier
matting, which considers the application, matting type (primary or
secondary) and performance of matting, along with the amount of matting
!!  &( ! 
Each range is illustrated using an installation photograph, accompanied by
   & (  "   !    X
catalogue details can be found of Gradus’ new Esplanade 9000 heavy-duty
matting, which is available from February 2016.

\'     
panels from Advanced have
  `"
state-of-the-art data and high
performance computing centre
=    +  
 
    
globe’s greatest challenges.
Situated on the West
Cambridge site of the
=    +  "
     
for high performance computing, centralised data storage and also business
  "  "     #]Q >  +   
+  
       
  %"[ Q +   &$\ > %#
\' " /'    "
      ^ J  [#
]             \' 
     #
 & "$ ^ J  [" X\' 
because the installation required a suppression system that could deliver
reassurance and long-term reliability for this crucial building. We have an
      7  
  7 #]   <'   '  
to meet all future requirements.”

 www.gradusworld.com

 www.advancedco.com

 01625 428922
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8 SOLUTIONS CELEBRATES SILVER JUBILEE
8 Solutions, the leading technical cleaning and data centre healthcare
business, is celebrating 25 years in business and reaching a number of
    #
J    &   "$  "   ``
   =U     `` #
        "    
 `"     {``       
time in its history.
Since the business started, over 100,000 data centre projects have been
    '   #
J   '      =U/
       =U" " "$ "
^ "Q "& "^ "J "['  "J   " "
$ "$ "&  ""+#] 
on the Falkland Islands.
In order
to deliver its
services across
Europe, the
Middle East and
North America,
8 Solutions
has created a
market-leading
data centre
cleaning training
programme for its
technicians, including a ‘roadmap model’ comprising a mobile cleaning unit.

\'     J>  
joined Oblong as director, EMEA Channel Sales, to develop their Partner
Program and be responsible for partner relationships in EMEA.
>  %      "J   +   
   /         
\\   ]      7   +  #Q 
led the Video Collaboration Partner go-to-market strategy helping to return
      `#>  
Cisco, Steve managed Polycom’s direct partner
  =U"  
+]=UJ &  
presentation products distributor.
+     
   "J ]   
  '     
  "   
that are missing in the market today. Being
     
simultaneously adds so much value to create a
truly collaborative meeting.”
Q         
                 
  "        &" "|]]"$
 | "&           #

 www.8solutions.com

 www.oblong.com

 +1 213-683-8863 x 301

 +44 (0) 845 602 3075

 juner@oblong.com

 http://twitter.com/oblong_inc

NEW LIQUID RESERVOIR UNIT TO
PREVENT SPILLAGES

OCS SUPPORTS
FLOOD VICTIMS
ACROSS THE NORTH

 ! !  | &
Environmental has recently
  )YX9   ( 
standalone unit to collect excess
9  !   
bottles to prevent leakages in
mixed recycling bins.
)YX¨29 @/ 
  9   ! 
design, allows it to sit alongside
other recycling units.
The lightweight, yet inherently
strong one piece construction has
been designed for ease of cleaning.
In addition, all edges have been
designed with large radius to
minimise dirty traps.
The black base is made from 100
per cent recycled material (subject
to availability) and the blue
   '     
 &    !
collection.
Made from UV stabilised medium
density moulded polyethylene
47@Y5  Z
 www.leafieldrecycle.com
 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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OBLONG INDUSTRIES ANNOUNCES DIRECTOR,
EMEA CHANNEL SALES, TO SUPPORT
CONTINUED GLOBAL GROWTH

MARCH 2016

^       
<  |  \ "
OCS has been helping
businesses restore their
premises.
]QJJQ  [ 
   
<    
 #+J  
their specialist cleaning
'  "  
could resume as soon as
possible. A deep cleaning of the
    "
      
      #
["  Z  "+J     ]  [   
 "    7  ]  "      
services. Working alongside local volunteers, OCS provided a much-needed
 "%  7 #
]+J            J 
> J   '  [+  "   ]  
[ #J )¡]  [          
   "       #
 01225 816500

 www.ocs.co.uk

FMJ.CO.UK
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VENTURE SHOWCASES NEW VLED RANGE
AT LIGHT + BUILDING 2016
 [   \ "Q
4.1 Stand J10, Light + Building,
/ `#
At Light + Building 2016
 [   \  
      
range of VLED luminaires
including its VLED Integrated
$  ]  }$]~
   <  "
industrial and commercial plus road lighting applications.
        [   X  
[\$   [\$  "       
   J=>   "   '   
authorities.
 [\$           
lumen packages typically producing some 15,000-18,000 lumens from
[\$<    `"``` [\$Q &' #]
technology provides a great range of energy saving solutions for a host of
           #
] X  [\$     " 
   [' "        '
   '        ``"```    
  '     #]     
     J '           
and unrivalled energy savings.
 www.venturelightingeurope.com

 01923 692600

CAFM EXPLORER 9.2 RELEASED
^                "+^
\'    
 One touch help desk call logging in CAFM Web from any mobile device
 Ability to QR code assets and scan with a mobile device
 Larger portfolio of ready-made reports increasing insight while reducing time and effort
 Notifications of expiring service provider documents
 Enhanced health checks to ensure high performance
 Additional links between assets and work orders for more efficient working
 Enhancements for labour charges ensuring smoother and more effective management
of costs
 Increased control over monitoring of stock levels
 Simplifications in CAFM Web to make it more user friendly for engineers, contractors and
end users
 Multi Level work orders ensure better fault reporting and routing to the correct team

 http://bit.ly/cafm9-2

 info@venturelighting.co.uk

 0870 333 7131

FUNCTION BUSINESS SERVICES RECOGNISED FOR
RELOCATION EXCELLENCE

WELSH BIOSCIENCES COMPANY MAKING A
DIFFERENCE AROUND THE WORLD

Function Business Services has received the Global Business Excellence
Award for outstanding service. The London based business relocation
organisation
was recognised
for its innovative
approach,
including
9  
guarantees and
sustainable
solutions
for furniture
disposal.
Function’s
clients include
Arcadia,
Imperial College, LinkedIn, Nokia and Virgin Media.
Chairman of GBEA judges: “Function Business Services has introduced
 (  "   ! 6'   
of removal, recycling and storage services that are doing extremely well.
   &<  (     ( 6   
at a strong, steady pace and is in great shape for further expansion and a
 & 
6  6 6%  . ( X ( +
hard over the last 12 years to establish a service that really works for
 !      /("    

X\[JQ    &        
                 
        
to delivering high performance, eco-benign
microbial cleaning solutions.
Microbiologists at Genesis Biosciences
characterise unique strains of Bacillus
    / 
uses for their ability to degrade various types
of organic matter.
]      
       
       
solutions in a plethora of applications.
=U\ ^ " 
Biosciences has developed unique microbial
cleaning formulas through its Evogen Professional product range.
^ \"      &     "
       7 "     
     {` #
Dr Emma Saunders, research and regulatory specialist at Genesis, said:
    '   
         
     #=         
production, create sustainable and safe cleaning products and improve facility
 "       
negative impacts on the environment.”

 www.function-online.com

 http://genesisbiosciences.co.uk

 020 7138 3260

 +44 (0)29 2079 1185
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NEW MINI SPACE-SAVING
RECYCLING BIN STACKS UP

FASSET APPOINTS NEW COMMERCIAL
PROCUREMENT SPECIALIST

[
Environmental
has introduced
   
recycling unit to
their best-selling
EnviroStack
range.
]  
version can stack
on top of the
'     
version, as a set of
three or individually.
Its compact and
discreet design
makes it ideal for
  " 
   
    
  
<'  #
X>     
recycling labels available as standard.
        {
       {`#

National property and FM provider Fasset Ltd has appointed Nicholas
$+ /           
managed portfolio of
science, technology and
business locations and
  #Q  
  
director, Stuart Adamson.
X   #7
 ' 
management, Fasset
   
managing costs and
contracts, supplier
           
these locations.
DaCosta-Greene has been given a remit amongst other things to lead the
        
    #Q 
    
     ¤         
        #
Q% ^ |    "    
a number of blue chip businesses and highly specialised heavy engineering
 %#Q'     /     
 | %"    
=U$=J|
Coastguard.

 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 www.fasset.co.uk

 01225 816500

 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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THE PORTAKABIN GROUP WINS THREE AWARDS
FOR ITS WORK WITH APPRENTICESHIPS

BARTLETT MITCHELL MAKE A HEALTHY
START TO 2016

@  + "$   
awards for its outstanding work
with apprenticeships – two National
Apprenticeship Awards for Yorkshire and the
Humber, and Large Employer of the Year at
the York Apprenticeship Awards.
The National Apprenticeship
Awards, which are run by the National
Apprenticeship Service, recognise
excellence in businesses that grow their
own skilled workforce through apprentices.
@  + "$    
winner in the ‘Large Employer’ category and
Martin Kennedy, production and logistics
trainer, won the award for ‘Apprenticeship Champion of the Year’.
@  + "$ /  (!  (  "   
celebrated at the York Apprenticeship Awards, where the company won the
‘Large Employer of the Year’ category for the second consecutive year.
 +-  -Y @  + "$        ( 
important to us, having moved from just one apprenticeship in 2011 to 60
     8   (!
“Apprenticeships have allowed us to engage with individuals
       ( "& !  
 +  X (     
apprenticeships and other trainee roles across the business and plans are
     ¨@  + "$  2 !/

  |Z $\"$    \   
      #\ )|Z "|
You’, the healthy eating campaign has increased engagement on social media
by over 200
per cent and
 $\
meals and
‘grab and
go’ are up by
11 per cent
compared to
last year.

as hot
"$\
includes
 "
 " '
"     #+    $\  
has been incredibly positive and bartlett mitchell have had more requests for
the recipes than ever before.
    $\) 
   #&    "> 
'         #
          

    " >#

 www.portakabin-group.co.uk

 www.bartlettmitchell.co.uk

 www.portanews.co.uk

 01784 471411
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Organic Response Sensor Node

OFFICELYTE LED WITH
ORGANIC RESPONSE
®

LIGHT WHERE AND WHEN NEEDED
Ofﬁcelyte with integrated LED and Organic Response wireless
technology, delivers the ultimate in cost savings and longevity.
As well as turning lights off in unoccupied areas, or dimming down
in low activity zones, the Organic Response Sensor Node in each
luminaire wirelessly communicates with its neighbours to ensure
automatic group-wide adjustment to occupancy and ambient light,
guaranteeing user-comfort and maximising energy efﬁciency at all
times. Outperforming T5 ﬂuorescent and rated up to 90lm per circuit
watt, Ofﬁcelyte is one of the most efﬁcient LED modular ﬁttings on
the market. Available in 3000K, 4000K and minimum CRI 80, the
Ofﬁcelyte LED’s satin acrylic diffuser provides perfect, homogeneous
illumination. There are two sizes and two output options equivalent
to 2 x 24W T5 and 1 x 55W T5 TC-LE ﬂuorescent modules.

www.concord-lighting.com

Tel: 0800 440 2478

Winner of the Lighting Controls category

THE RIGHT PRINT
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
COMPANY
FOR YOU!
Manage costs, save on printing, boost productivity. We can
help you be more sustainable and secure.
• Print Management
• Project Management
• Web Based Solutions
• Artwork and Design

• Warehousing, Fulﬁlment
and Distribution
• Corporate Identity Policing
• Management Reporting

• Personalisation
To ﬁnd out more about how our expertise can help you,
please get in touch via our sales team on 01293 773221
or email info@thecgl.co.uk

T 01293 773221

E info@thecgl.co.uk

www.thecgl.co.uk

FMJ.CO.UK
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SODEXO ROLLS OUT PRIDE NETWORK
IN UK & IRELAND
Sodexo has launched the UK and Ireland chapter
of its global LGBT employee network at an event
held at its London HQ, to coincide with LGBT
History Month.
The Sodexo Pride network aims to lead on
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans (LGBT) inclusion
among its 34,000 UK and Ireland employees. The
network will also champion the role of allies, those
who advocate LGBT inclusion and equality.
The event, which was opened on 10 February by
Sodexo Group’s CEO Michel Landel, saw him discuss
his global vision for LGBT inclusion at Sodexo.
Tony Leech, CEO, Justice Services Worldwide, then
presented the business case for having an employee network. Neil Murray, regional chairman, and
Chris Bray, CEO of Sodexo’s Sports & Leisure segment and executive sponsor to the network, then
spoke about their roles as LGBT allies and how others can become advocates for LGBT equality.
The Pride network co-chairs then discussed their personal experiences of being LGB in the
workplace with Margot Slattery, country president of Sodexo Ireland, before a networking reception
for 100 Sodexo employees and external guests.
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INCENTIVE FM DIRECTOR TO
HIKE THROUGH PYRENEES
FOR CHARITY
Mark Stevens, the commercial director at
Incentive FM will be swapping his brogues for his
walking boots when he embarks on a 500-mile
hike through the Pyrenees to raise funds on behalf
of cancer charity Marie Curie.
On May 11, Stevens will set out on his adventure
from Southern France and will head through
the mountain range and along the Camino de
Santiago before reaching the Spanish town of
Santiago.
Joining him on the 500-mile hike will be his
friends, Bob Ackroyd and Andy Burns. The men
got the inspiration for their route, known as the
- !@ !      &! 
‘The Way’ starring Martin Sheen. They plan to
walk roughly 18 miles a day and complete the hike
within 29 days.
Stevens aims to raise £4,460.00 for Marie Curie
in memory of his father who recently died. This
precise target represents how much it costs to pay
all Marie Curie nurses in the UK for one hour.

IS THE FUTURE REALLY UBER
- OR JUST THE HEADLINES?
One of the delights of this industry is that you are
never far from a conference in which somebody
decides to introduce the idea of complete change
to our industry, but I have to say I'm not sure
about the latest one.
At the recent 2016 Workplace Futures
conference, one of the speakers suggested we
should look to the digital economy to understand
the future of the property and facilities industry.
The key point about digital businesses is that
those who are the most successful in disrupting
established industries often have none of the
baggage of the process, equipment, learning or
people that you’ll find in the existing suppliers.
As digital enthusiasts point out, the world's
largest phone companies are Skype and WeChat,
neither of which owns a single metre of telephone
cable. Despite not owning a single hotel room,
the world's largest accommodation provider is
Airbnb. As you might guess, there is an extensive
list of similar businesses, of which the most
prominent is Uber.
Despite not owning a single cab, Uber has
become the world’s largest taxi company, and
the suggestion was made at the conference that
their business model could be very effectively
translated into a future for the FM industry.
But would it really work? Uber’s principle is
that people provide their own cars and make
themselves available to undertake ‘taxi’ work
whenever it suits them. If the work is there, they

can bid for it, if not they go home. But the big
challenge in any business relying on freelancers
is that you cannot guarantee service quality.
Nor can you build on the ability to personalise
and tailor services to the individual needs of
the customers.
Today, in just about every contract for which
we tender, the client is looking for innovation
and new ideas. They want a service that reflects
their own corporate values – a service tailored
to provide an outcome that can be measured in
terms of the benefits to staff, which are realised
through the service delivery.
Compare the idea of a well-managed workplace,
run along the lines of a five-star hotel. A
workplace where the conference rooms are
always refreshed after each meeting ends, where
visitors are greeted by name as they walk through
the door, and where work stations are set up
with the specific desking, seating and technology
needs of the person who is about to use them.
Then, consider whether a similar service could
ever hope to be delivered without some form of
planning, continual management and, of course,
accountability.
Another downside to the Uber model, which
has attracted a great deal of adverse publicity in
recent weeks, is its flexible approach to pricing.
How can you expect to work within budgets if you
find that the cost of getting premises maintained
suddenly escalates by a factor of 10 because there

Martyn Freeman, managing director,
facilities management at Mitie
aren’t enough staff members to do the jobs, and
so, the work is delivered to the highest bidder?
It may have picked up some headlines, but what
strikes me about this is that to suggest we can
deliver high quality workplace support services at
the whim of the customer really does seem more
than a touch fanciful. Of course there is room to
raise the quality of our game as an industry, and
I have no doubt whatsoever that there is a huge
door of opportunity open to us to deliver a better
resourced and people-focused service, but this
really isn’t the way to do it.
For any organisation to build trust among its
customers it has to be seen to be fully in charge
of the behaviour of its staff. The customer doesn’t
see whose name is on the payslip, all they see is
the quality of the person delivering the service.
If that quality drops, or is subject to question
because of the nature of the person delivering the
service, then they will rapidly lose confidence in
the organisation as a whole.
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ANDY MILNER TO TAKE ON CEO ROLE AT AMEY
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JAMIE WRIGHT PROMOTED
TO MD AT INCENTIVE QAS
Jamie Wright has
been promoted to the
position of managing
director at Incentive
QAS, heading up the
specialist cleaning
arm of the Incentive
FM Group.
Wright was business development manager at Quality
Assured Services when Incentive FM Group acquired
the business in 2009 to form Incentive QAS, with Wright
transferring over to the role of associate director, sales.
He is the son of QAS founder Steve Wright, and has
substantial experience within the company both before
     9 

CHANGES TO EXECUTIVE BOARD AT BILFINGER EUROPA
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CAREER LADDER

FM is known to be a career that people fall into
Name: Cheryl-Anne Sanderson

from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Current role:
Regional Manager, G4S FM
Wales (MoJ contract)

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Born: Winchester

path. This month we talk to Cheryl-Anne Sanderson

Lives: Aberfychan, South Wales

the Regional Manager, G4S FM Wales.
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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